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Verbs
Verbs show action (sing, run, hit, talk) or state of being (is, was, feel, seem). Some type of verb 
will be found in every complete sentence.

I. Circle the verbs in the following sentences; above each, write (A) if it is an action word or 
(B) if it is a word showing a state of being. Verbs may be more than one word, such as was
driving, has elected, will nominate, and so on.

1. The dog barked at the boy on the fence.

2. The cowboy roped the steer.

3. Johnny played his guitar for us.

4. Elizabeth looked tired and seemed unhappy.

5. Our kitten lay in the warm sunlight and slept for hours.

6. We discovered the missing child.

7. We visited the fire station and the alarm sounded.

8. After several days the search for the missing child was canceled.

9. No one had heard the announcement about the change in attendance procedure.

10. He felt lonely and lost without his puppy.

II. Supply the following subjects with words showing action or state of being to form 
complete sentences.

1. Everyone at the picnic                                                                                                   

2. Mildred                                                                                                                         

3. He and I                                                                                                                       

4. Suddenly the glass                                                                                                        

5. St. Louis and Chicago                                                                                                      

6. Controls for pollution of air and water                                                                             

7. The new doll with real hair                                                                                             

8. Tayshon and Rasheed                                                                                                  

9. As the clock struck midnight,                                                                                         

10. The doctor’s office                                                                                                        
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Write two sentences about something that is happening now. Use verbs in the present 
tense. Label your subjects as singular or plural.
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Look at a map or globe. Write the names of several states that you would pass through 
while driving from Ohio to Idaho. Write a short paragraph about your trip using the 
future tense of different verbs.

 identify the verb tenses.
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Write two more sentences to finish the story above. Label the verbs you have chosen as 
Present, Present Participle, Past, Past Participle, or Future.
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